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Editorial
Focusing on issues facing the
BPM and start-up space
We're back with another issue of NASSCOM Newsline, this
time with some interesting insights on the Indian Business
Processing Management (BPM) industry which is
experiencing a fundamental shift in its landscape owing to
the emergence of new technologies like Digital, Analytics,
Automation, Cognitive technologies and fresh business
models. The article talks about how organizations need to redesign their processes and leverage Digital technologies to
deliver greater value to their customers.
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In this issue, we also bring you news about the NASSCOM's
10,000 Start-ups Change Makers Summit powered by Google,
a conference that will help fuel entrepreneurship. The event
will attempt to narrow the gender divide by offering tech
entrepreneurs, especially women Founders of start-ups, with
opportunities for funding, incubation and accelerator
support.
Indian tech start-ups remain the focus of yet another article
which talks about the delegation of ten young IoT companies
that are participating in Japan's biggest IT and electronics
show. The delegation to Japan is expected to provide these
start-ups with global exposure and establish India's position
as a growing innovation and entrepreneurship hub.
We additionally bring you news about a major initiative that
NASSCOM has launched in the BPM space which aims to deal
with tech support telemarketing scams that are growing in
number and threatening to erode the credibility and
reputation of the industry. The association has launched a
Consumer Interest Protection Task Force (CIPTF), a
whistleblowing platform that will work to lower the
reputational risk faced by the BPM industry and suggest ways
to all stakeholders -including NASSCOM, the industry and
government - in which the sector can protect consumer
interests.
We hope you are taking time out to go through NASSCOM
Newsline. We welcome your comments on the issues we have
highlighted and urge you to share your views with us.
Sangeeta Gupta
EDITOR
sangeeta@nasscom.in
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COVER STORY

GREAT EXPECTATIONS
What Buyers really want from the Indian BPM industry
he Indian Business Processing Management
(BPM) industry is in a state of flux and being
catalyzed by several trends. There is a
fundamental shift in the landscape, with the
emergence of new technologies like Digital,
Analytics, Automation, Cognitive technologies
and fresh business models (solution providers,
specialists and platform developers). While the
key drivers of the global market are F&A,
knowledge services and procurement, the
domestic BPM industry is being spurred by
government-run initiatives such as Digital
India, as well as the retail and e-commerce
verticals.
These advances however, can only be truly
effective and impactful once enterprises have
redesigned their processes to achieve desired
business outcomes.
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The fact is that opportunities to reshape BPM
engagements to deliver much greater strategic
value and outcome alignment have never been
so strong. Ambitious service buyers are driving
service providers to prove their value and their
appetite to invest in them.
BPM companies have entered an era where
there is real capability, and need to change how
they run their businesses - from back office
transactional processing through to the front
office customer interaction.
There are tools and apps available to target and
interpret meaningful data. Companies have
been developing software solutions to
automate and even robotize processes to
mimic human tasks, like it has never happened
before, and submerged themselves in a mobile

culture where all forms of business are
conducted on all types of devices and
interfaces.
Perhaps, even more importantly, Cloud-based
platforms are being developed which allow
organizations to share these capabilities, reinvent the way they run services and process
transactions that require such a lesser amount
of human intervention and oversight.
Hence, the onus is shifting to the capabilities of
BPM/BPM talent to add value to their
organizations that are insightful to help base
decisions; that are creative, which help try new
ways of doing things, or targeting new markets;
that are innovative, where their organizations
can find entirely new ways of competing, or
developing unique products or services.
Whether they work in finance, HR, marketing,
procurement, IT, supply chain, the job of new
age professionals working within the BPM
realm, is to leverage Digital technologies and
platforms effectively so that they can refocus
their time adding value, because the need for
people to sit around and fill in spreadsheets all
day is being gradually eliminated. People need
to do a lot more thinking, and less executing.
Interestingly, the biggest transformation that
is taking place is within the buyer segment,
which is becoming more discerning and
demanding more from Indian BPM providers.
Today, customers are looking to derive benefits
from Automation but are unclear how to get
there. These companies are therefore reaching
out to their BPM providers to support them in
this journey.

What buyers want?
According to a September, 2016 report by
NASSCOM and HSF Research titled 'Making the
leap from effective to strategic BPM', buyers and
advisors want the following from their service
providers:

Buyers want the benefits of Automation
Customers want Automation built into
contracts. Around 38 percent of buyers
interviewed as part of the research say that they
want providers to invest in RPA partners, or
proprietary RPA (34 percent).
Around 29 percent mention that they also want
benefits of RPA in savings.

Buyers want providers to step up
Buyers and advisors believe that Automation,
Analytics and Design Thinking is the way
forward.
Almost a quarter (24 percent) want providers to
share more client stories to showcase how new
technology/ process improvement has worked.

Buyers want to go Digital
The research indicates that businesses are
pinning operational hopes on Digital. Over a
quarter (26 percent) state that Digital is the
biggest help in achieving business goals,

Buyers want Process Improvement,
Automation and Innovation/ Outcomes
baked into deals
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Over half of buyers (52 percent) select BPM
providers for Process Improvement and 47
percent for process Automation skills.
Although only the third most popular choice,
over a third (37 percent) select providers based
on their ability to contract for innovation and
outcomes.

Innovation Centers, Cognitive platforms and
Data science skills.

Buyers want change in the BPM industry

Buyers want future deals with differences

Over a quarter of buyers (25 percent) think there
needs to be more women in leadership roles.
Advisors meanwhile, want more client stories
(20 percent).

Almost half (48 percent) of the respondents
say that new BPM contracts will be radically
different in 2018.

Clearly, there is a growing need for BPM service
providers to scale to the next level, in answer to
what their buyers need now.

More than a third of buyers want to move to a
more open-ended and interactive style of
contracting than the traditional RFI/RFP
process (which however, is here to stay).

Buyers want capabilities in their BPM
service providers which they believe will
drive their success

Responders state that Design Thinking,
Automation, Innovation Centers and Cognitive
Computing will drive provider selection by 2018.
Design Thinking in fact, will become more
important to BPM contracts by 2018, with
almost half of respondents (49 percent) saying
so. Automation is close behind with 48 percent
of respondents.
Customers expect more from BPM deals by
2018 with a number of higher value services
becoming more important selection criteria.
They expect to base their BPM selection on

Suggestions for Change
What buyers need to do
They need to focus more on:
<
Deliverable-based solutions

These include:
n
Automation,

Continuous Improvement and
process excellence

n
Process automation skills and solutions
n
Ability

to contract for innovations and
outcomes

n
Design thinking and solutioning skills
n
Global network of delivery locations
n
Analytics skills
n
Proprietary technology tools and platforms
n
Skills

in third party SaaS platforms
(Salesforce, Workd)

n
Access

to pools of entry level transactional

labor
n
Onsite account management and SMEs
n
Access to local language skills
n
Access

to a wide network of alliances and
partnerships

<
Quality of true execution
<
Replace the current BPM/ Outsourcing company leaders

who have very limited experience in running the real
businesses they serve (other than BPM/Outsourcing
services) by newcomers who have been in Consulting or
have run companies that BPM service providers deliver
services to
What providers need to do
They need to focus on:
<
Educating stakeholders on Collaborative Partnerships
<
Building a partnership philosophy between buyers and

themselves
<
Working on RFP cycle times (just make a decision on a

provider and spend the time on making the relationship
work)
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Overcoming the challenges
There are of course a few challenges they need to
overcome before they can completely tune
themselves to the requirements of customers.
The biggest issue impacting buyers, service
providers and advisors in the BPM/BPM industry
today is the challenge of reorienting not only the
skill-sets of delivery staff and leadership but
also changing their mindsets and broadening
their capabilities.
Training manpower in new technologies, for
example, is an area they need to focus on. This
needs to happen quickly so that the industry can
increase its market share globally from the
existing 38 percent and prevent other countries
from claiming a share of the pie.

It is obvious then that BPM companies will
need to attract the right people. In order to draw
domain specialists, for instance, the industry
itself will have to position a BPM career as a
stellar one. Since services are now also being
delivered from Tier 2, 3 locations in India, the
manpower and infrastructure problems
associated with these destinations will have to
be dealt with.

In a similar push, the industry will need to beef
up its contributions from a range of verticals,
going beyond BFSI and Telecom (which currently
account for the highest share).

The domestic industry too needs attention as it
is still weak and needs to grow. The margins
here will not be as high as in exports, but will be
volume driven.

Provided the BPM industry moves in this
direction, it will be able to achieve its revenue
target of USD 54 billion by 2025, and USD 41
billion by 2020 at a CAGR of 8-9 percent.

Furthermore, the BPM industry will have to
expand its geographic spread, reducing its over
reliance on the US market where the threat of
protectionism looms large.

n
Mergers

& Acquisitions are taking place, which are reorganizing the
landscape

n
Delivery

The Big
Shifts in the
Indian BPM
industry

Centers are moving to Tier 2, 3 locations

n
Partnerships

are being forged between Technology Providers and Service
Providers to address the needs of clients

n
There

is a tech transition to RPA

n
Autonomics

is cutting expenditure by 15-25 percent while generating revenue
four times faster

n
Service

providers are gaining a deeper understanding of the businesses of
their customers

n
The

environment is witnessing tech advances in the direction of the Cloud,
BPaaS, RPA, Big Data and Analytics, Advanced Interfaces (Voice and Touch0,
Social Media)

n
The

Indian BPM market reached a turnover of USD 28 billion in FY 2016

n
While

exports stood at USD 24 billion, the domestic marked accounted for
USD 4 billion of the overall revenues

n
The

BPM
Snapshot

industry generated employment for 1.1 million people

n
Indian

BPM providers spread their reach to more than 80 offshore
destinations

n
There
n
They

are more than 2500 BPM companies in operation

provide services in around 35-40 languages

n
Customer

Interaction Services (CIS) continues to have the largest share
followed by F&A, Knowledge Services

n
Traditional

Geographies like USA & Europe continue to be main growth drivers
but firms are also expanding to Continental Europe and APAC
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SECURITY

NASSCOM gears up to curb fraudulent
activities impacting BPM industry

ver the years, NASSCOM has been
focusing intensively on ensuring that
India remains a "trusted outsourcing
destination" for companies that are placing
their valuable data assets in the hands of the
country's BPM players.

O

Force (CIPTF) in partnership with Ernst and
Young, a global professional services
organization, to understand the issue at hand
and come up with recommendations which are
holistic and can enhance consumer interest
protection.

Tech support/telemarketing scams, especially
those related to the BPM sector, and targeting
unsuspecting customers, are growing globally.
Such telemarketing frauds, often stretching
across geographies, that misuse the Internet
and global financial channels to access
customer information, commit the fraud and
transfer the illegitimate gains, are now
originating in India as well. This clearly does not
augur well for the USD 28 billion BPM industry,
which has established credibility and trust in
the global markets through honest efforts, is
now faced with reputational hazards.

Suggestions for NASSCOM and government
agencies

Taking cognizance of this emerging threat,
NASSCOM has taken a key step to fix such
fraudsters who are tarnishing the sterling
reputation and image of the BPM industry. It
has set up a Consumer Interest Protection Task

8
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The Task Force, in a first-of-its-kind White
Paper titled 'Dealing with Reputational Risk,
Consumer protection task force
recommendations', has outlined a set of dos for
NASSCOM and government agencies.
It has advised these organizations to take a
multipronged approach to fraud prevention,
detection and response, which goes beyond
BPM and IT. The aim is to create a robust
consumer protection environment in India as
well as globally, where fraudsters are brought
to book and prosecuted.
The important issues highlighted by the White
Paper include the following:

Protection
The White Paper has advised NASSCOM to:
n
Develop

a common code of practice for
member companies that will delink
unscrupulous elements from legitimate
IT-BPM companies

n
Include

a section on security, privacy and
ethical practices in the code of practice
which lays down minimum standards that
member companies will need to follow

n
Encourage member companies to provide

an annual self-assessment of their
compliance of such code on their website
and in other public documents
n
Encourage

member companies to
implement a cyber security framework,
chalking out various emerging cyber
threats and protecting themselves from
them

Detection and Reporting
The Task Force White Paper says that:
n
Frauds

and fraudulent companies can be
detected faster if the incidents are
reported promptly and to the relevant
authorities

n
NASSCOM companies should set up a

whistleblowing mechanism where anyone
can register/post complaints regarding
fraudulent activities. It will lead to faster

detection of frauds over a reliable channel.
It suggests that the features of the
whistleblowing mechanisms should
include accessibility and governance

Investigation
The White Paper proposes that:
n
The whistleblowing mechanism should be

coupled with appropriate means to
investigate the cases registered
n
Considering the threats of fraudsters, the

central government should set up an
independent investigation unit that has
the jurisdiction and power to coordinate
between government agencies and
departments
n
This

agency must ensure that
investigations are promptly conducted
and eventually lead to prosecution of
guilty individuals or entities

n
The

government of India sets up an
institutional mechanism to get periodic
information from NASSCOM to identify
the cities where cybercrime cells need to
be set up and design a curriculum to train
all police personnel in cybercrime. It is
suggested that NASSCOM helps the
government set up a special fast track
court that adjudicates cyber crime cases

The Task Force is committed to preserve the
reputation of Indian tech sector and strengthen
the industry's leadership in the global market.

EVENT

Change Makers Summit 2016 to
empower Female Founders
NASSCOM, which spearheads an industry that
is more gender inclusive than any other sector
in India, has always been calling for greater
participation of women in the tech domain.
More recently, under its 10,000 Start-ups
initiative, the effort has been to encourage
women to take up the role of entrepreneurship
and launch innovations in the area of software
products and services.

The endeavor is bearing fruit, as is evident in
the growing number of women Founders,
especially within the start-up space. From
receiving less than two percent applications
from women Founders in the first year of the
10,000 Start-ups program, to having more than
10 percent of the total applications in 2016, the
initiative has seen a great surge in women tech
entrepreneurship.
Newsline l SEPTEMBER 2016
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E n t r e p r e n e u r s h i p i n fa c t , h a s g o n e
mainstream, spreading to every corner of the
country. The aspirations of Indian women too
have scaled and they are leaving no stone
unturned to achieve their goals and build global
start-ups from India. Interestingly, it is these
women Founders who are bringing a change in
paradigms and challenging the status quo that
NASSCOM wants to showcase globally.
This growing trend of tech entrepreneurship
will be on display at the 10,000 Start-ups
Change Makers Summit powered by Google, to
be held in October this year in Bengaluru. The
event will offer women Founders crucial access
to funding options via SME lending and the
angel investor network, as well as accelerator
and incubation support. Besides funding,
select start-ups will be given opportunities
related to mentoring and actionable coaching.
Women Founders, who are playing active roles
and are substantial equity holders in product
and growth stage ready start-ups, will be
eligible to enroll themselves for the event.

The focus of the initiative is on facilitating
promising start-ups through funding and
taking them to the next level. The idea is to
support the community of women currently
working in technology who have stepped it up
to fulfill their dream and pave the way for those
wanting to enter the industry. The Summit will
also highlight the efforts of women in the
Google conducted pre-series workshops to
build up the momentum for the Change Makers
across India.
The Change Makers Summit is being rolled out
by NASSCOM in partnership with
SonderConnect-Powering Female Founders,
I n d i a ' s l ea d i n g p l a t fo r m fo r w o m e n
entrepreneurs and the Center for
Entrepreneurial Excellence (CEE).
The partner organizations have enabled over 50
businesses to receive 'no collateral' loans under
various government schemes and run skills
development programs that ensure jobs and
self-employment. Additionally, they have
recognized and showcased 12 selected Growth
Stage start-ups from across India.

n
Three selected start-ups will get SME loans up to Rs. 10 lakh each. CEE to facilitate

the communication, business proposal creation, counseling and approval support

10,000 Start-ups
Change Makers
Summit: Benefits
for start-ups

n
Three selected start-ups will receive funding from Angel investors with loans up to

Rs. 10 lakh each
n
Ten start-ups will be selected into incubators
n
Twelve

start-ups will be selected for deep mentoring with the country's leading
experts

n
IBM will assist in providing anchor clients for those start-ups which are in the B2B

space
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INITIATIVE

Indian Start-ups to participate in
CEATEC, Japan

I

n an effort to gear up its member
companies, especially software product
start-ups for new, on-the-horizon
opportunities in emerging market segments
and fresh markets, NASSCOM has been
providing them with exposure to these
domains.
It has been doing so by forging trade exchanges
and partnerships with IT-BPM and tech
associations the world over, taking delegations
of member companies abroad and encouraging
them to participate in global exhibitions and
conclaves where they can learn about the
future growth possibilities and showcase their
own capabilities.
The latest in the line of such initiatives is the
delegation of ten key Indian IoT (Internet of
Things) start-ups that will participate in the
Combined Exhibition of Advanced Technology
(CEATEC), Japan's largest annual IT and
Electronic exhibition and Conference. The
arrangement is the result of a partnership
between NASSCOM's Center of Excellence for
IoT (CoE-IoT) and the Ministry of Economy,
Trade and Industry (METI) of Japan. Together,
the two chambers of commerce have selected
the ten start-ups to attend the show from the
hundreds that sent in their applications. They
will be fully funded for their travel and stay, and
get to see some of the best enterprises and
businesses in Japan.

Fast Facts
NASSCOM's CoE-IoT
<
The Center of Excellence has been conducting programs

and events alongside partners, to reach out to the IoT
start-up community in India
<
The CoE-IoT is enabling companies to achieve the goal

of higher innovation and superior products
<
In the past few months, it has connected with over 400

start-ups of which 65 were nominated for the 25 Best
Innovative IoT start-ups listing. Finally, top 25
companies were identified and from them, ten were
selected to display their products in Japan

These outstanding start-ups are developing
solutions in domains such as agriculture,
logistics, and industrial automation and have
scaled innovation to the next level.
Their participation in CEATEC could bring them
global recognition and change the perception
that the world has about Indian tech start-ups.
The initiative overall, is additionally expected
to strengthen the growing Japan-India
cooperation in the field of emerging
technologies.
NASSCOM, the Government of India and the
Karnataka Government are working to create
the right eco-system for the furtherance of IoT.
These endeavors will help the country establish
itself as a hotspot for innovation and
technology in the near future.

Attending Ceatec In Japan
ü
Flutura Business Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
ü
Linkeddots Engineering Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
ü
LOCANIX
ü
Preva Systems Pvt Ltd
ü
SenseGiz
ü
Srishti ESDM Pvt Ltd
ü
Stesalit Systems Ltd
ü
TartanSense
ü
Teevr Data Pvt Ltd
ü
Yuktix Technologies
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FORECAST

IoT poised for exponential growth

T

he Internet of Things (IoT) revolution is
sweeping the world, with IoT gaining
traction over the last decade, and
gaining support from a strong ecosystem of IoT
industry players, associations as well as
academia. In fact, and in order to maximize the
benefits from IoT, many consortiums of
companies and industry bodies have drafted
technology and regulatory protocols to
promote standardization and uniformity.
According to studies and research conducted by
analyst firm Deloitte and NASSCOM, currently,
there are several technological, economic and
behavioral changes that are driving the rise and
adoption of IoT globally. These include:
n
The reducing costs of sensors, connectivity

and processing as well as device
proliferation
n
Rise of cloud computing
n
Adoption of Ipv6
n
Higher

processing speeds and rise in cost
savings and revenues

n
Pervasive

connectivity and rise of the
connected consumer

Based on these trends, Deloitte says, IoT is
poised for exponential growth, with the
number of connected devices expected to grow
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by 5.5x to reach 20.8 billion and revenues
projected to increase by 3x, reaching USD 3
trillion by 2020. Consumer units are expected to
form a significant share (around 65 percent at
USD 13.5 billion) of the total IoT installed base
by 2020.

India's IoT market
Deloitte reports indicate that while India is still
in a nascent stage of IoT development, with the
market at USD 5.6 billion and 200 million
connected units in 2016, the market is expected
to rise to USD 15 billion, with 2.7 billion units by
2020.
As of now, the IoT ecosystem in India is
characterized and being shaped by the
following:
n
120 organizations

playing across the value
chain including hardware vendors,
application vendors, network operators and
system integrators. It will however be
application vendors that will garner the
largest share - more than 50 percent - of the
Indian IoT market by 2020

n
Investments

worth more than USD 60
million that have already been made in
start-ups offering innovative IoT solutions
since 2014

n
The

USD one billion that the Indian
government is earmarking for its 100 Smart
Cities initiative for which IoT will be the key
enabler

n
Demand

for Industrial and consumer
applications - Adoption of consumer IoT
however, will be slower due to the cost of
IoT devices and security as well as privacy
concerns of consumers

n
Start-ups

offering innovative solutions
which are being supported by various
incubators and accelerators with funding,
mentorship and networking opportunities

n
Verticals

such as Utilities, Manufacturing,
Transportation and Logistics (T&L),
Automotives and Healthcare

n
The rise of Utilities, which is expected to be

the highest adaptor owing to the
government of India's focus on building
Smart Cities, the e-commerce boom and
regulatory changes such as the GST
n
The rise of tech savvy consumers along with

increasing smartphone and mobile
Internet penetration

Challenges facing IoT in India
Despite the presence of numerous enablers,
various challenges are currently impeding IoT
growth. This is owing to the problems
associated with IoT devices and other factors
such as:
n
Low

consumer awareness about the
benefits of IoT apps in their daily lives

n
Absence of end-to-end encryption

n
High

power consumption and high price
perception of IoT technology

n
Lack

of seamless interoperability and
scalability

n
Lack of and unreliable network connectivity

and Internet access
n
Lack

of uniform security and regional
standards in apps, architectures and
reference models

n
Privacy of consumer data as IoT devices are

designed to communicate and relay data to
external partners
n
Lack

of compelling use-cases and viable
business models

n
Ambiguous RoI

It is important to understand therefore, that
India will need to build on certain core strengths
in order to gain a global competitive edge in IoT.
Support has already come for the IoT industry
from the government of India that has
announced a draft policy on IoT, which aims to
catalyze R&D effort, enhance funding for IoT
start-ups and set up nodal organizations for
standards setting.
However, start-ups too will need to step up,
focusing on building innovative IoT solutions
and taking the support of accelerators and
incubators.
The country furthermore, will require a
technology framework with capabilities in
sensor technology, network infrastructure,
standards and augmented intelligence.
Also, cross-functional skills and specialized
training will be needed to enable successful
deployment of IoT by the workforce.

Connectivity

Privacy and Encryption

Lack of connectivity and internet
access can be a major impediment
to the growth of IoTin India

IoT devices are designed
to be able to communicate
and relay data to external
partners, thus creating
a risk to privacy of data

Awareness
Consumers are not
necessarily aware of
the benefits of IoT
applications in
day-to-day life

Compelling use-cases
and viable business models
Developing new products can be
challenging, especially when profit is
dependent on scalability of solutions

Challenges
existing in
the Indian IoT
ecosystem

Cost of technology
High cost of IoT technology
can be a deterrent in its
widespread adoption
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The need for collaboration
among IoT stakeholders
Finally, and most importantly, all the key
stakeholders, including the government,
industry and NASSCOM, will have to
collaborate to ensure that the country
capitalizes on the IoT opportunity.
The industry players for instance, will need to
evolve business models, increase usability of
IoT-based systems and applications, improve
technology and devices, upgrade or replace
legacy systems and ensure integrity of data.

On its part, the government will need to
incentivize industry players and increase
network and communication efficiency.
NASSCOM, meanwhile, will have to continue
nurturing the industry's thought process and
IoT innovation ecosystem, liaise with global
associations, influence policy making with
regard to IoT, and increase awareness about it to
spur adoption. NASSCOM is already pushing for
greater investment and R&D in IoT, more
investment in skills development and the
creation of standards for Interoperability.

Both the Global and India IoT market are expected to
grow significantly by 2020
Globally, the installed base of connected
units is expected to grow from 3.8 billion in
2014 to 20.8 billion in 2020 …

... with IoT market increasing from USD 0.9
trillion to USD 3 trillion, over the same
time period
USD 3 tn

20.8 bn
Global IoT
Units (billion)

Global IoT Market
(USD trillion)

USD 0.9 tn

3.8 bn
2014

2020

The number of connected units in India is
expected to grow from 200 million
in 2016 to 2.7 billion in 2020 …
India IoT Units
(billion)

2014

2020

… with the IoT market expected to
increase from USD 5.6 billion in 2016
to USD 15 billion in 2020
USD 15 bn

2.7 bn
India IoT Market
(USD billion)
USD 5.6 bn

0.2 bn
2016

2020

Source: Deloitte Analysis, Industry reports

IoT Case
Studies in
India
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2016

2020

Here's a snapshot of the solutions that some Indian companies have developed to
provide customers with IoT benefits:
Leading Real Estate company
Has developed a Smart Energy Management solution with connected meters and
automated systems to reduce costs and to monitor energy consumption patterns
Leading telecom operator
Has developed an end-to-end solution to track people and moving/fixed assets for
the enterprise segment
Leading seed company
Has developed a smart farming solution involving the detection of plant growth
anomalies, yield predictability, etc. to monitor farms
Leading automotive OEM
Has developed a connected car solution, encompassing a dashboard and applications
for a car to enable secure communication between the car and mobile customers. This
also helps provide health diagnostics data for preventive maintenance of cars
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